The HS_divider sharpener makes manual sharpening of the TREIF slicer blades unbeatably simple. Waiting and down times are a thing of the past.

Easy and safe to operate, HS_divider provides a lasting, sharp cutting edge. Your products will constantly get a clean cut and can be optimally presented, thanks to a sharp slicer blade.

The HS_divider can be mounted on the wall or placed on a specially designed frame to save space.

The sharpening devices are easy and safe to operate. The blade is assembled and disassembled with the help of a protection frame (as an example: HS_divider orbital, photo left).

Even the blades with patented lotus engraving can be sharpened by HS_divider 660.

Circular blade technology comes as a standard on DIVIDER orbital+. The circular blades are sharpened with HS_divider orbital.

HS_divider orbital for circular blades: Both HS_divider models have a crank that is manually operated for sharpening.

The devices are equipped with diamond-set sharpening tools.

The HS_divider can also be used for tinted blades.

An attractive product presentation: precisely shingled salami slices.
The special HS_divider for your slicer

The HS_divider is available in two versions, each tailored to the needs of your TREIF Slicer. In both models, sharpening and deburring are performed in one operation.

### Technical data: HS_divider 660

**Space required - closed**
- Depth (mm/inch): 450; 17 \( \frac{7}{10} \)"
- Width (mm/inch): 1,050; 41 \( \frac{3}{10} \)"
- Height (mm/inch): 1,030; 40 \( \frac{1}{2} \)"

**Space required - opened**
- Depth (mm/inch): 1,190; 46 \( \frac{3}{10} \)"
- Width (mm/inch): 1,930; 76"
- Height (mm/inch): 1,030; 40 \( \frac{1}{2} \)"
- Blade types: sickle blades for TREIF-Slicer
- Transport weight (kg/lb): approx. 90; 199

Whether shingled, stacked or shaved: the TREIF Slicer always provides a clean cut - thanks to a sharp blade.

### Technical data: HS_divider orbital

**Space required - closed**
- Depth (mm/inch): 398; 15 \( \frac{3}{5} \)"
- Width (mm/inch): 598; 23 \( \frac{1}{2} \)"
- Height (mm/inch): 670; 26 \( \frac{2}{5} \)"

**Space required - opened**
- Depth (mm/inch): 759; 30"
- Width (mm/inch): 1,182; 46 \( \frac{1}{2} \)"
- Height (mm/inch): 670; 26 \( \frac{2}{5} \)"
- Blade types: circular blades for DIVIDER orbital+
- Transport weight (kg/lb): approx. 35; 77

Your benefits at a glance:

- Reliability in production and quality due to permanent availability of sharp blades
- Optimum product presentation due to clean slicing
- Sharpening and deburring in one working step
- Diamond-set sharpening tools
- Ergonomic and compact design (devices can be mounted on the wall or placed on a specially designed frame)
- No energy supply required (neither electrical nor pneumatic)
- Easy and safe to operate
- Two HS_divider models for blades of the different TREIF-Slicers
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